ORIG: Anita Potocki
DATE: 5 Sept 61
EXT: 8471
PRES: Routine

TO: VIENNA
FROM: WASHINGTON

TO: SCVIEH

RYBAT GOOSE CREEK ZGRACZE

1. FOLL RECEIVED FROM 540TH JUNE 61 FROM SOURCE OF UNKNOWN RELIABILITY. PRINCIPAL SUBJECT CASE EXTENDED INVITATION BY CSR INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC AFFAIRS COME CSR EVENT JUNE 61 OR EARLY SEPT FOR LECTURES SEVERAL CITIES, LECTURE TOPICS NOT INDICATED.

2. ABOVE PASSED ODINCH 16 JUNE 61. LATTER RECEIVED PARALLEL REPORT FROM ODENY SOURCED BONN ABOUT SAME DATE. ODINCH REQUESTS KUBARK ATTEMPT VERIFY ACTUAL PRESENCE, ACTIVITIES, CONTACTS, ETC. IN CSR OF ZGRACZE DEFEKTORS, TO INCLUDE ALL OPS DETAILS AVAILABLE. hqs SERIOUSLY DOUBTS SOYS WOULD PERMIT EX-ODINCHERS LEAVE USSR FOR SATELLITE AREAS EVEN FOR HIGH PRIORITY PROPAGANDA PLOY AT THIS TIME, AS LATTER COULD BE ACHIEVED WITH EQUAL SUCCESS VIA SOY CONTROLLED PRESS AND RADIO.

3. IN LIGHT ABOVE, REQUEST VIEN REPORT BY CABLE ANY INFO RELATING THIS CASE BASED REPORTING OF CURRENT OPS ASSETS OR CONTACTS BUT MAKE NO SPECIAL EFFORT QUERY LIAISON OR.
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INITIATE NEW OPS.
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